
MEDIA RICHNESS

Media richness theory, sometimes referred to as information richness theory or MRT, is a framework used to describe a
communication medium's ability to.

Specifically, media richness theory states that the more ambiguous and uncertain a task is, the richer format of
media suits it. Starr, have been shown to hinder information transfer for ambiguous or complex messages such
as a company's value or mission. Communication Education, 55 1. The richness of a media is judged using the
following criteria: a Capacity to include personal focus Every media has different levels of personal focus,
especially when a media incorporates more personal feelings and emotions, the message gets conveyed fully
in better terms. Each form of communication has its distinct advantages and disadvantages so it's important for
you to evaluate which is the proper form to use based on the situation. On the other hand, interpretation of rich
media is a skill that can be explicitly taught through demonstration and examples Bates and Gallagher, 
Cross-cultural comparison of organizational media evaluation and choice. Media is, therefore, viewed to be
very rich, somewhat rich, lean or very lean. Media sensitivity and job performance[ edit ] Daft and Lengel also
assert that not all executives or managers in organizations demonstrate the same skill in making effective
media choices for communications. Computing now can incorporate text, audio, video, animations,
simulations, computing, and networking, all through the Internet. Daft, Lengel, and Trevino present a media
richness hierarchy which incorporates four media classifications; face-to-face, telephone, addressed
documents, and unaddressed documents. This interaction between job seekers and potential employers affects
how candidates process information about the organization. As a form of media becomes more rich, the
message receiver has more cues to interpret the message, such as voice inflection, facial expressions, hand
gestures, or body posture. Jobs that are more concrete and structured like planning, administration or
operations may be sustainable with lean media options while software design and development which
inherently has much more uncertainty and negotiation is best supported by richer media channels. While
consumers embrace the possibilities of rich media for self-information about products Brunelle, ; the
companies offer the leanest tools for communication in promotion and sometimes even direct purchase?!
Additionally, employees can use a search function on electronic documents so that they can find what they
need quickly. The organization's effectiveness in processing information becomes paramount when the
business environment is complex and wrought with rapid change. Feedback ensures that any mistake in the
transmission can be corrected immediately Immediacy of feedback in a medium refers to the ability of the
medium to allow users to quickly respond to the communication that is being received. Media Richness
Theory Explained Media Richness Theory provides a framework for describing a communication medium's
ability to reproduce the information sent over it without loss or distortion. The interactions a candidate has
with a potential employer via lean and rich media shape a job seeker's beliefs. Communications that take a
longer time to convey understanding are less rich. Timmermann, C. The background score can be sombre and
dull, the visuals could show someone suffering in a hospital bed and the voice over can be in a serious tone.
AP There are benefits and drawbacks to each medium that we have discussed. A well produced radio program
is more likely to be educationally effective than a badly produced video. For instance in Figure 6. Entry level
positions with clear, unambiguous tasks may be fulfilled with written media forms. Daft and Robert H.
Educational TV broadcasts are likely to use an even wider range of video techniques. Information richness: a
new approach to managerial behavior and organizational design. From an individual perspective, though,
people prefer oral communication because the abundant communicative cues afford more accurate and
efficient interpretation of the message. They found that while there were no efficacy differences between
media, richer media did facilitate faster consultations and resolutions. Chapter 6: Understanding technology in
education 6. Rockmann, K. If Bill is out of the office and needs his secretary to send him the address and
phone number of a business associate, then he can request it in a text before he gets in his car and receive it
while he is out. This perception also affects choice of linguistic features. The combination of voice over video
enables learning through multiple senses. Communications that can overcome different frames of reference
and clarify ambiguous issues to promote understanding in a timely manner are considered more rich. Do you
match the "need" to the "media"? Examples of rich media include face-to-face communications and
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videoconferencing. Gender differences in the effect of media richness. The next section will provide an
overview and summary. From an organizational perspective, high level personnel may require verbal media to
help solve many of their problems. Advice for Bill In general, Bill should be selecting the communication
channel that has the least chance of being misinterpreted.


